MASTERS DEGREE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS

LOMONOSOV MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY

FACULTY OF GLOBAL PROCESSES

THE FACULTY OF GLOBAL PROCESSES
OF THE LOMONOSOV MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY (RUSSIAN FEDERATION)
IS RECEIVING APPLICATIONS FOR THE NEW MASTER PROGRAM

“MANAGEMENT OF SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS”

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

“Management of Social Transformations” International Basic Higher Education Master’s Degree Program was elaborated on the initiative of the UNESCO Chair on Global Problems and Emerging Social and Ethical Transformations at the Faculty of Global Processes of the Lomonosov Moscow State University. The initiative was considered and welcomed at the session of the UNESCO Expert Committee on July 8, 2016 in Paris in the framework of UNESCO Program “MOST” (Management of Social Transformations). The International Master Program “Management of Social Transformations” (IMP) was drafted in accordance with international educational standards, requirements of Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education Area (ESG), principles of common European Higher Education Area (EHEA), National and European Qualifications Frameworks and the UNESCO criteria for higher education master’s degree programs.

The IMP represents the intellectual product of the Lomonosov Moscow State University created as an educational instrument aimed at the support for the UNESCO MOST Program to spread worldwide its priorities and to help training high level specialists in the fields of its competence. The IMP employs its own educational standard «International Relations and Global Social Processes» established by the team of the project at the Faculty of Global Processes of the
Lomonosov Moscow State University following guidelines of the UNESCO MOST Program and results of the First UNESCO School on MOST carried out jointly with the Sector of Human and Social Sciences of UNESCO. The educational standard of the IMP is an adjusted to MOST requirements innovative combination of courses and disciplines of core, variable and elective cycles providing the complex training necessary to obtain the qualification a high-level specialist in social transformations.

The strategic goal of the Program is to train on the basis of innovative educational technologies and advanced scientific methods the future masters – highly demanded at present managers and scientists in various fields of social transformations able to search for and to find solutions to theoretical and practical professional problems creatively on the basis of obtaining necessary competences with the view to make the society advance to the achievement of Sustainable Development Goals till 2030.

The mission of the Program is to train profoundly competent and competitive specialists of high qualification providing them with all necessary competences and professional identity in the sphere of social transformations according to international demands and UNESCO MOST Program requirements in this field.

The Program was presented and welcomed at the 13th session of the Intergovernmental Council on UNESCO MOST Program in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on March 16, 2017 and at the 201st session of the Executive Board of UNESCO at its Headquarters in Paris, France on May 2, 2017. The Executive Board – governing body of UNESCO expressed «its gratitude to the Russian Federation for the International Master Programme on Social Transformations developed by the Lomonosov Moscow State University on the initiative of its UNESCO Chair».

**GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM**

The program covers 5 important modules:
- Social inclusion.
- World and management.
- Migration.
- Intercultural dialogue.
- Emerging technologies.

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Professional activity field of the graduate of the Program includes:
* Professional dealing with and governing of problems and situations in various fields of social transformations on international, regional, national and local levels.
* International relations in political, social, economic, scientific, technical, humanitarian fields, management of various types of international cooperation in social transformations.
* Management of processes of social transformations in global systems and interregional political, economic, ecological, cultural and other structures.
* International relations and social changes in culture, science and education.
* Sustainable Development Goals till 2030 and global social development.
* Diplomacy and international relations in the context of social changes.
* Social relations in regions and on local levels.
* Basic analysis of global problems and emerging social and ethical challenges.
• scientific activity and higher education in the field of international relations, global studies and comprehensive national security.

**DURATION OF THE PROGRAM**

The duration of the Program can vary depending on the form of training. It can be 2 years for full in-class or distant educational forms with master’s thesis at the end, 1 year retraining for specialists or 36-108 hours refresher course and other educational formats according to the decision of the educational institution employing the Program.

According to the educational standard of the program its content covers 120 credits in case of full in-class or distant 2 years form, or 60 credits per academic year.

**LANGUAGE**

English and/or Russian

**WEB**


**ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS**

The applicant for the Program must have a diploma or another document proving the previous high professional education not below the bachelor’s level.

**APPLICATION DEADLINE**

July, 20, 2017

Because of the first ever introduction and application of the Program could be exceptionally considered till September 1, 2017

**PROGRAM STARTS**

September 2017

**CONTACT**

Lukashina Elena          Bychkova Nina  
Programme Coordinator    Programme Coordinator  
E-mail: lbzrkv@list.ru    E-mail: nsbychkova@mail.ru  
Fax: +7 (495) 939-43-23  Fax: +7 (495) 939-43-23